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I. Multiple choice (3ms) 
 1. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others:  
 a. union    b. useful   c. under   d. university  
 2. Jane is going abroad next month and she’s having a ……………party on Sunday  
 a. birthday    b. anniversary   c. wedding   d. farewell  
 3. All the teachers work on an entirely …………….basic  
 a. volunteer    b. volunteered   c. voluntary   d. voluntarily  
 4. We hope that students themselves will enjoy taking part ……….the projects  
 a. in     b. of    c. at    d. for  

5. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others:  
a. candle    b. cake   c. decorate   d. celebration  
6. A…………is an unexpected event, such as a very bad accident a flood or a fire, that kills a lot of  
people or causes a lot of damage 
a. misfortune    b. disaster   c. risk    d. bad luck  
7. People are now raising money for flood victims. 
a. sending    b. paying   c. making   d. collecting  
8. This decision is …………..to upset a lot of people  
a. likely    b. like    c. likeable   d. likeliness  
9. ………………their farm work, the farmers returned home 
a. Finishing    b. Finish   c. Having finished  d. Being finished 
10. Find out the mistake  
You had better learning a foreign language before applying for a job  
              a            b                                           c              d  
11. They’re having a party in …………………of his 84th birthday  
a. ceremony    b. honor   c. memory   d. celebration  
12. I think I hear someone……………….the back window. Do you hear it, too? 
a. try to open    b. trying open   c. try opening   d. trying opening  

II. Supply the forms of the verbs in brackets: To Inf/ Gerund/Present participle/ Perfect participle (1.75ms) 
 13. I’d love ……………………(have) the opportunity of ……………….………(meet) you again  
 14. I could see two people ………………………(argue) with each other  
 15. He denied …………………….(cheat) in the last examination  
 16. He didn’t expect ……………………….…(visit) by his friends  

17. ………………….…(finish) high school with excellent grades, I was sent to continue my studies at  
an American university  
18. Alex dislikes …………………..….(stare at)  

III. Rearrange the following words to make a meaningful sentence: (1m) 
 19. Chinese / me / studying / Rosa / advised / to / start  
 → …………………………………………………………………………………….……… 
 20. they/ station/ to/ the/ had/ got/ When/ the/ train/ left 
 → ……………………………………………………………………………….…………… 
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                                          THÍ SINH KHÔNG ĐƯỢC VIẾT VÀO KHUNG NÀY  
                                                     VÌ ĐÂY LÀ PHÁCH SẼ RỌC ĐI MẤT  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
IV. Fill in the blank with the suitable word from the box: (1m) 

  orphanage     handicapped      mountainous areas      volunteer       voluntarily      orphan      remote 
 

 
 21. He has been a/an ………………since he was five  
 22. They’ve just built a school for the physically ………….……children in this area  
 23.  They volunteer to work in ………………….. to provide education for children  
 24. I didn’t have to ask them to leave: they went …………………… 
V. Reading: Choose the best answer the questions about the passage:(1.25ms) 
 Each nation has many good people who take care of others. For example, some of high school and college 
students in the United States often spend many hours as volunteers in hospitals, orphanages or homes for the 
aged. They read books to the people in these places, or they just visit them and play games with them or listen to 
their problems. Other young volunteers go and work in the homes of people who are sick or old. They paint, clean 
up, or repair their houses, do the shopping or mow their lawns. For boys who no longer have fathers there is an 
organization called Big Brothers. College students and other men take these boys to baseball games or on fishing 
trips and help them to get to know things that boys usually learn from their fathers. 
 Each city has a number of clubs where boys and girls can go and play games or learn crafts. Some of these 
clubs show movies or organize short trips to the mountains, the beaches, museums or other places of interest. 
Most of these clubs use a lot of high school and college students as volunteers because they are young enough to 
remember the problems of younger boys and girls. Volunteers believe that some of the happiest people in the 
world are those who help to bring happiness to others. 
 25. What do volunteers usually do to help those who are sick or old in their homes? 
a. they tell them stories and sing and dance for them   b. they take them to baseball games 
c. they cook, sew, and wash their clothes    d. they mow lawns, do shopping and clean up their houses 
 26. What do they help boys whose fathers do not live with them? 
a. to learn things that boys usually learn from their fathers b. to get to know things about their fathers 
c. to get to know things that boys want from their fathers  d. to learn things about their fathers 
 27. Which activity is NOT available for the students at the clubs? 
a. playing games  b. watching films  c. going to interesting places  d. learning photography  
 28. Why do they use many high school and college students as volunteer because…………………… 
a. they know how to do the work     b. they are good at playing games and learning crafts  
c. they can understand the problems of younger boys and girls  
        d. they have a lot of free time  
 29. Where don’t high school and college students often do voluntary work? 
a. hospitals   b. orphanages  c. homes for the aged   d. clubs 
V. Rewrite the following sentences as directed: (2ms) 
 30. “Don’t forget to phone the office”, She told him (Reported Speech)     
 → She reminded ………………………………………………………………………………… 
 31. Mother told Kate “I will buy you a new doll if you get a mark A in Maths” (Reported Speech) 
 → Mother promised ………………………………………………………………………………… 
 32. We had great fun at the party. We played silly games (Present Participle / Perfect Participle) 
 → ………….……………………………………………………………………………… 
 33. He had saved a little money, he travelled to Australia (Present Participle/ Perfect Participle) 
 → …………….. ………………………………………………………………………………… 
           ---------------------THE  END  ---------------------------- 
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